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U.S. Department of Justice
Executive Office for Immigration Review

Board of Immigration Appeals
5107 Leesburg Pike, Suite 2400
Falls Church, Virginia 22041

Chairman

June 5, 2017

BIA 17-03

MEMORANDUM TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:

Board Legal Staff
David L. Neal, Chairman
Electronic File Naming Conventions

The purpose of this memorandum is to update our process for naming the files that contain our electronic decisions.
This memorandum supersedes any previously issued directives on this topic.
The number of electronic files currently in our data library is voluminous and growing. Given the size of our past
and present docket, we have over 1.8 million electronic decisions, all shared across the network folders of our entire
legal and administrative staff. Not surprisingly, file location is becoming a significant issue, and finding a particular
electronic decision is increasingly difficult. Administrative staff, Board Members, and other legal staff too often
struggle to navigate electronic folders and locate specific files that are elusive because of an author's individualized
naming conventions.
This memorandum therefore institutes a standardized naming convention that will provide us needed consistency
but still allow sufficient personalization of legal staffs network folders.
This new naming convention is mandatory. It will take effect on July 1, 2017, and will apply to decisions drafted
or revised on or after that date. Staff is welcome but not required to rename older files to conform to the new
standard.

If you have any questions about the new naming convention, please see your Team Leader, Senior Panel Attorney,
Director of Operations Jake Walker, or Senior Legal Advisor Amy Minton.
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I.
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DRIVES AND FOLDERS

1.

Network drives. - While the Board has multiple network drives (indicated by a letter followed by a colon),
electronic decisions are not to be saved on your C: or H: drives. Documents on your C: or H: drive are
inaccessible to other staff. In addition, files stored on the C: drive are not " backed up" and will be lost if
the file, software, or computer is damaged or lost.

2.

Electronic File Folders. a.

Team folders . - All electronic copies of Board decisions belong in the folder bearing the name of the
drafting attorney or paralegal. Those folders are located within each person ' s Team folder.

b. Subject subfolders. - Attorneys and paralegals may elect to utili ze subfolders to organize and
maintain electronic decisions. Subfolders should correspond to general subject areas normally
addressed by the Board. Commonly used short form names or abbreviations will make your subfo lders
easier for others to find and navigate. Below is a list of general subject areas and corresponding
subfolder names (short name or abbrev.) that are commonly used when a new attorney or paralegal
folder is created. For that reason , the use of these folder names and abbreviations are highly
recommended , but other easily recognizable folder names or abbreviations are also acceptable.

SUBJECT FILE ORGANIZATION
Subject
Abandonment of LPR Status
Adjustment of Status
Asylum and Withholding
Bond
Cancellation of Removal
Citizenship
Constitutional Rights
Convention Against Torture
Criminal Aliens
Evidence and Procedure
In Absentia
Motions
Removability
Visa Petitions
Voluntary Departure
Waivers

Subfolder
Short Name
Abandon
Adjustment
Asylum
Bond
Cancellation
Citizen
Constitutional
CAT
Criminal
Evidence
In Absentia
Motions
Removability
Visa Petitions
Voluntary Departure
Waivers

Subfolder
Abbrev.
ABND
ADJ
ASY
BOND
COR
CIT
CONST
CAT
CRIM
EVID
!NAB
MTN
RMV
VISA
VD
WVR

Attorneys and paralegals may add other subject folders and subfolders. However, electronic decisions
may not be placed in temporary or transitory folders (e.g., folders named "circulating orders"), given
the risk that those decisions will not subsequently be moved to a location where the files can be found .
Also, when naming folders and subfolders, names should be kept short and have labels that are easily
identified by others. Similarly , these folders and subfolders are part of the file path that is used when
completing the circulation sheet, and it is important that the file path be completely and accurately
identified on the circulation sheet. See Section III Circulation Sheets.
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II.

FILE NAMING CONVENTION

I.

Required information. - Any electronic decision must have a file name with standard descriptive elements
in the order of appearance as listed below.
1.

Alien number

required 1

2.

Alien/beneficiary

required

3.

Separate opinion

required

if applicable

4.

Version

required

if

5.

Drafter's initials

required

6.

Editor's initials

required if applicable

more than one version is saved

Examples:

a.

New file

012345678 XENOS amm

Newer version

012345678 XENOS v2 amm

Separate opinion

012345678 XENOS ( dissent) amm

Edited order

012345678 XENOS amm dbh

Edited order (multiple)

012345678 XENOS amm dbh hm dbh

"A" Number. - The file names for electronic decisions must always begin with the alien registration
number (A number). Do not start the file name with the letter " A. " Do start the file name with the
number "0" when the A number is eight digits long, instead of nine. The A# number should always be
nine consecutive numbers without dashes, spaces, or underscore.
Example:

012345678 XENOS amm

If there is more than one alien and the decision is identical for both the lead and rider, there is no need
to include the rider A number in the file name. However, if you elect to include the rider A numbers
in the file name, they should be identified by the last three digits of the rider's A number (whether or
not the files are number sequentially) and inside the parentheses (in the same way as a separate opinion
is identified). However, as noted above, if there is a rider that requires a different decision, then that
electronic decision will be identified by a separate filename starting with the rider' s A number, not the
lead A number.
Examples: 012345678 XENOS amm
012345678 XENOS (680 691) amm

1

Where a separate electronic decision is drafted for a rider alien, then the file name for that decision will start with
the rider's alien number.
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b. Alien/beneficiary last name. - Use only the alien/beneficiary last name as identified in the charging
document or visa petition, which in turn should match the name in the charging document or visa
petition. (If the name appearing in the charging document or visa petition does not match what appears
in CASE, bring the discrepancy to the attention of a Team Leader.) Do not include aliases, even if they
appear in the charging document or visa petition. Do not shorten names unless they are exceedingly
long.
Examples: 012345678 XENOS v2 amm hm
012345678 XENOS ( dissent) amm
c.

Alien Number Rider(s). - If there is more than one alien and the decision is identical for both the leitl
and rider, there is no need to include the rider A number in the file name. However, if you elect to
include rider A numbers in the file name, they should be identified by the last three digits of the rider's
A number (whether or not the files are numbered sequentially) and inside the parentheses (in the same
way as a separate opinion is identified). However, if there is a rider that requires a different decision,
then that electronic decision will be identified by a separate filename starting with the rider' s A number,
not the lead A number.
Examples: 012345678 XENOS amm
012345678 XENOS (680 691) amm

d. Separate opinion. - When the proposed decision is a separate opinion, the file name must reflect that.
Example:

e.

012345678 XENOS ( concur) amm

Version. - If multiple versions of a decision are saved, then the file name should include the version
number to allow editors to distinguish between versions. Use the letter "v" and a number to indicate
the version number. Do not include a period (e.g. , "v" not "v.").
Minor edits to a proposed decision do not merit saving a new version. Rather, a new "version" should
be significantly different from the prior version (e.g., there have been significant substantive changes
in the content of the decision; there are enough minor changes that it makes sense to retain the prior
decision).
Examples: 012345678 XENOS vl amm

f.

Drafter's initials. - The original author of the proposed decision must include his or her initials (lower
case) in the file name.
Example:

g.

012345678 XENOS amm

Editor's initials. - Editors must add their initials and update the version number, if appropriate, before
saving the edited version in the original drafter's folder. 2 Editors should use the "save as" function in

2

An "editor" is any person, other than the original drafter, who edits the proposed decision, be it a Board
Member, a legal assistant, or another staff member authorized to revise the decision or input edits.
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Word in order to preserve the prior version. The last initials should always be last person who altered
the decision. Also, to preserve the editing history, no initials should ever be deleted.
Examples: last edited by legal assistant

012345678 XENOS amm hm
012345678 XENOS amm hm npm

last edited by Board Member

The circulation sheet must also be updated to reflect that editor's initials.
h. Separators. - To separate file name elements, use a space, not dots/periods (.), underscores
dashes(-) to represent a space between file name elements.
Example:

012345678 XENOS amm

Not:

012345678.XENOS.amm, or

U,

or

012345678_XENOS_amm, or
012345678-XENOS-amm
i.

Additional information. - Once the required elements are listed (and in the right order), additional
information may be added (e.g., issue, country, key words). If additional information is included, use
spaces as a separator, not a period, underscore, or dash. As a practice, try to keep additional information
succinct. Avoid special characters -- such as: "?" "/" "$" "%" "&" "#" "." "\" ":" "<" ">" -- since
many of these characters will not work in file names and they may complicate future file search
capabilities. Also, additional information should always follow all other information
Examples: 01 2345678 XENOS amm mtr for approved 1-130
012345678 XENOS v03 amm hm npm sec 212(c) l0thCir

j.

File extension. - Do not add ".docx" at end of a file name because this is the default setting in Word
and will automatically be included in the file name by Word. Also, do not use the file extension ".docm"
since this extension will prevent the contents of the file to be searched. As a result, when using the
BIA templates and first saving the electronic decision, make sure to change the file type to ".docx" and
select "Yes" when the dialogue box below appears on the screen, as seen in the illustration below. This
action will enable the document to be saved as a ".docx" file .
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CIRCULATION SHEETS

In the designated space for the DOCUMENT FILENAME on the circulation sheet, please be sure to provide all the
information necessary to find the file . The illustration below is an example of a completed DOCUMENT
FILENAME.

I

- - --

--

~

~

DOCUMENT FILENAME: M\MinlonA\Molionslmooen~12345678 XENOS 8fllll

ATTENTION: Atk>mey1Para1ega1, :,w n-...1 ched< the appropriate decision code on backot<:irmaion sooet

.

The circulation sheet should indicate (i) the file path - that is, the Team folder, the author's folder name, and
the author's subfolder name - and (ii) the file name with all of the required elements. (There is no need to
identify the drive.)
Examples: M\MintonA\Asy\012345678 XENOS v2 amm
M\mintona\motions\reopen\O 12345678 XENOS (dissent) amm
1.

File path . - The file path describes the location of the proposed decision in the attorney's or paralegal's
Team folder on the network. The specific network drive (G or I) does not need to be included. Rather, the
following file path (location) information must be included:
I.

the Team initial(s)

2.

the author' s folder name

3. the author's subfolder name, if applicable
Example of file path:
Not:
2.

M\MintonA\Motions\Reopen\012345678 XENOS amm
G:\M\MintonA \Motions\Reopen\O 12345678 XENOS amm

File name. - The circulation sheet should have only the required elements of the file name, not the
additional descriptive information used by an attorney or paralegal.

3. Separators. - Use a backslash("\") to separate the elements of the file path and the file name.
4.

Editor update. - If an edited draft is circulated, the circulation sheet must include the editor's initials in the
file name.

5.

File extension. - Do not include file extension ".docx."
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